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Factory Commissioners 

 
Levels 3, 4 & Senior phase  

Tour and workshop, 4 hours 
 

By the 1830s, the determination within Parliament to regulate factory conditions had strengthened. To a large 

extent it was driven by the battle for political reform (which resulted in the famous 1832 Reform Act), and by the 

anti-slavery campaign. 

 

On arrival, pupils will be transported back to 1833 and given the role of Commissioners, tasked with making 

Factory Reform recommendations to the Home Office. 

 

They will visit the mill and learn about the social and working conditions of mill workers in Dundee in the 1830s. 

The group will be divided into those championing rights for the mill workers and those keen to keep costs low 

and profits high and a short debate will take place.  Pupils will have to interpret, analyse and evaluate a 

range of information throughout the day to make critical, ethical, responsible and effective business decisions to 

put forward key recommendations. 

 

Learning outcomes: 

 
By attending this session, pupils will explore the following: 

 

- How raw jute from a plant is turned into cloth via a number of scientific processes and how machinery 

during the Industrial Revolution utilised technological advances to mass produce jute. 

 

- The role that individuals played in the development of the jute industry in Dundee 

 

- The dangerous working conditions in Victorian mills, and the jobs that mill workers - including very young 

children - had to do 

 

- About the living conditions, diet, education and leisure pursuits of mill workers in Dundee 

 

 

Business Management: 

National 4: Influences on Business, Added Value Unit: Business Assignment 

National 5, Higher, Advanced Higher: Understanding Business, management of People and 

Finance 

 

 


